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Abstract.
Li7 Data Ecology Platform is a no code Web3 application infrastructure that allows business services to
scale vertically and horizontally connecting corporates,
companies and small business and providing flexible
and easy to use digital services.
Community members build on a decentralised infrastructure, market in a decentralised marketplace using
a decentralised store of value and transact within a single multiverse. Organisations pay the creator for using
the app and the platform for providing the services.
The platform takes advantage of data congruity, functionality decoupling and intuitive data middleware
allowing for extensive scalability through its inherant
data congruity.
The project has a large focus on support that will drive
successful enterprise for the community as a whole
with opportunities for developers, designers and content creators.
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The Challenge
Create a business platform for the distributed web

Business Ready Solution

A lot of projects are entirely focused on technology solutions rather than
sustainable growth. Technology is important but if it cannot be used in a
productive way the efforts of brilliant people are wasted.

Decentralised Applications

Web3 is the decentralised web. This is an internet that is free of centralised
servers and owned by the people that are using the system. Moden and
future projects will use Web3 technolgy, such as blockchain, to ensure
that their projects are robust, secure and resiliant.

Secure Decentralised Data

A number of decentralised data solutions already exist in the industry
such as Filecoin and applications using IPFS. This technology does not
adequately address the issue of privacy and security. Security through
obscurity, ie not publishing the ID of the data object, is not acceptable to
business. A solution consisting of secure authentication and role based
access is needed.

Store of Value

There are multiple currencies in a global market which all rely on
centralised institutions to facilitate transactions. A common decentralised
store of value is needed to streamline business function and provide a
common and trusted mechanism in which to exchange with reduced costs.

Create a Decentralised Market

To propel Web3 technology into the future decentralised markets are
needed where free trade can occur, using the rules of the community, that
cannot be interfered with by external forces.

Be Beneficial

The world needs to start looking after each other and it’s becoming
increasingly difficult to do this. The driving goal of this platform is to be
beneficial to the community that uses it. It must be fair, it must follow the
community guidelines and it must solve basic community issues like
communication and the creation of employment.

The Solution
A distributed business platform built for Web3

Business Focus

Li7 Data Ecology Platform seeks to confirm its worth and forge a new path
in the web3 space by providing decentralised and business ready solutions to the market.
The technology surrounding a Web3 project is essential but it’s just as
important to create a mechanism with which current businesses can use
the technology. Linking a number of Web3 technologies together, such as
distributed apps, IPFS and file storage, is an imperitive step but just the
first step in the migration of Web2 users to Web3.
Making useful information systems that business can rely on to implement
their own business rules that form the way they generate income is essentail to the long term viability of the project. Li7 Data Ecology Platform has
a firm focus on business needs and how technology can be harnessed to
help businesses move forward into the world of Web3.

Data Ecology

Ecology is the branch of biology that deals with the relations of organisms
to one another and to their physical surroundings.
If you consider data to be alive, to be able to grow and change and to be
able to interact with its surroundings then, to coin a phrase, the Li7 Data
Ecology Platform is the digital ecosystem for these interactions.
Built from the data up, the Li7 Data Ecology Platform will revoultionize the
way businesses think about creating software and how developers think
about providing software systems. Without data and information computer systems serve no business purpose so Data Ecology should, and will,
be the first and fundamental thought in creating data based software systems.

Secure Decentralised Data

The Li7 Data Ecology Platform is committed to providing secure business
services using Web3 technology. As such a secure decentralisd data solution is top of the list. In the current market a solution is not apparent so a
centralised system will be used until one can be developed.

Efficient Middleware

Once the ecology of data is formed the transportation and transformation
of that data is the next step for a useful system. Li7 Data Ecology Platform
uses powerful, intuitive and efficient decentralised middleware to help import, transform and harness the power of data. This middleware must be
flexible, scalable and secure to ride the wave of web3 innovation.

Distributed Apps

An important part of Web3 is the concept of distributed apps. This is a
system where multiple severs provide identical functionality to a requesting party. The Li7 Data Ecology Platform has a 3 stage plan to implement
a business ready solution into a Web3 environment. As such a migration
of features to distributed apps will occur over the course of the projects’
lifetime.

Decoupled Functionality

The concept of decoupled functionality has been around for decades but
this concept has never been taken to it’s final form. Li7 Data Ecology Platform decouples the front end look and feel with the back end functionality
allowing an immediate and issue free transformation of websites and digital media with version control and seamless rollback.

No Code

The amount of spending on development world wide is US$656 Billion1.
Much of this is recreating the same things over and over. A website, a portal, a gateway or a service for example. Li7 Data Ecology Platform makes
use of user agnostic code to allow features installed into he platform to
optionally be available to all users. This doesn’t mean it’s free, but why reinvent the wheel? Li7 Data Ecology Platform provides a No Code interface
to features and apps to enable business to do business, not worry about
R&D.

Decentralised Autonomous Organisation

An exciting part of Web3 is the concept of a Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation (DAO). This is a system where rules are set in place using
smart contracts and allow rules to be set up to run it. While there is no
central governing body rules can be set up to do almost anything through
the smart contract rules. This can help a business allocate and execute
budgets, set up workflows and hierarchies and ensure business can run in
the event of disaster. Li7 Data Ecology Platform will provide the ability for
orgs to setup and run DAO structures.
1 Amy Burke, Abigail Okrent, and Katherine Hale, National Science Foundation website, US government,

accessed 16 August 2022, https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsb20221/u-s-and-global-research-and-development

Li7 Coin

Li7 Coin will be the store of value for the platform. The technological
specifications of the coin are to be determined but will include a hybrid
consensus mechanism that will minimise the impact on the environment
whilst achieving a high degree of security.

Decentralised Market

A decentralised market will be the core of how organisations will create
their digital footprint. Organisations will be able to install and pay for the
digital services they need to enhance their business. The apps on market
are provided by Li7 and the Li7 Community. The Li7 Market currency is
Li7 Coin.

Building Communities

In a turbulent and uncertain world a respectful, stable and supportive
community is needed. The Li7 community will have scope. Community
members will have purpose. They will be able to support each other and
rise to the top when they excel. Importantly, existing Web2 businesses
can build existing custom software offerings on the platform as part of
the community and continue to provide those services in Web3.
To be beneficial the platform will focus on ensuring there is support for
the community and that the interests of the community are the priority.
Community members are any people and organisations that:
• Are respectful
• Follow the community rules
• Maintain a positive footprint

Building Community Services

Li7 is comitted to providing a number of services for the platform that will
be built using of the platform for the benefit of the community.

Crowd Support
Li7 crowd support service will allow fast and cost affective support for the
community by the community.

ContentNow.io
Contentnow.io content creation service that will allow any content creator
to generate news and content and distribute it to the digital world.

Society of Caring Communities and People (SOCCAP)
soccap.org community support service will provide a mechanism that allows the community to help other local people in need.
More information about these examples will be released over time and

Creating Employment

Li7 Data Ecology Platform community will initially target the following
areas of employment:
• Development
• Design
• Content Creation
• Leaders and Moderators

Development
Hand in hand with the investment set aside for the community with Li7
Coin, a new ecosystem will be created for developers to create and implement functionality on the platform. Developers and their teams will be
able to set the price based on market forces and directly receive the majority of the benefits. Top developers can be directly engaged by organisations to create and implement business solutions to generate profit.

Designers
If you’ve ever searched for a web design online you will know that there
are thousands of brilliant developers selling meticulously designed website templates for US$10. Li7 Data Ecology Platform allows designers to
upload a compatible design and receive a monthly fee from those organisations that choose to use it.

Content Creators
Data makes the world go round. The creation of content is an essential
part of the internet. Li7 Data Ecology Platform will support the services
that enable content creators. Things like writing content for a website,
editing and refining, translating, generating awesome news headlines
and news itself will all be part of the Li7 Data Platform economy.
It’s time to take control of capitalisation. With the increased productivity and reduction in complexity that the Li7 Data Ecology Platform will
provide an increase in competition will occur. No longer will simple websites and apps be at the mercy of overpriced developers who know some
HTML. This project will generate an increased opportunity for normal
people to provide services and be beneficial to the community now and
into the future.

Leaders and Moderators
No community remains positive without great leadership and moderation. An operational investment has been put aside to help support the
community and this includes the engagement of leaders and moderators
to build the community and ensure it stays respectful and the positive.
Let’s be our best selves and drive the positive change that we want to see.

Technical Information
The Introduction

The project seeks to solve a web3 decentralised database issue, use DAO
for accounts and implement web3 tech to form a new web3 foundation.
Li7 Data Ecology Platform was built from the data level up and includes
numerous computing industry leading concepts to ensure the best solution for the problem. From horizontal and vertical extensibility to just in
time availability through to security and authorisation the Li7 Data Ecology
Platform is affordable, scalable and built to last.

Centralised to Decentralised

The goal of a business ready solution means that some technologies are
just not ready for Web3, such as a secure data storage mechanism. Li7.
io is Introducing a three stage roadmap to implement a number of centralised technologies, moving through to a combination of centralised and
decentralised technology and finally to a completly decentralised model.
Refer to the roadmap for a more detailed description of the stages.

Technical Architecture

The project will focus on 3 initial stages and then an ongoing continuous
integration. Web3 Technology can then be introduced in a controlled way.

Stage 1 - Centralised
The initial architecture for Li7 Data Ecology Platform will be entirely centralised for a short period of time. This is to ensure that a) business ready
approach is met, b) that stage objectives can be quickly completed and c)
that basic key concepts can be proved. The following diagram describes
the high level archiecture of Stage 1.

Stage 2 - Hybrid
The secondary architecture for Li7 Data Ecology Platform will combine
both centralised and decentralised components. This will demonstrate the
ability of the platform to function as a partially decentralised app and to
prove the technology surrounding various web3 components including
the ability to provide an exact like for like functionality, hardware setup
and other research and development items. The following diagram describes the initial architectural design for the hybrid approach of stage 2.

Stage 3 - Decentralised*
The final architecture for Li7 Data Ecology Platform will be entirely decentralised. Care will be taken to ensure that the system continues to provide
an exact like for like functionality. The following diagram descibes the
initial architectural design for the distributed Li7 Data Ecology Platform of
stage 3.

* Stage 3 completion is dependant on the required Web3 technology being available, for
example, a private, secure and usable distributed data solution.

Platform Security

The following diagram describes the platform security at the cloud level.

Application Security

The following diagram describes the platform security at the application
level.

High Level Data Flow

The following diagram describes the platform high level data flow.

Revenue Model

The following diagram describes the platform revenue model.

Core revenue will be generated each time a service is consumed (compute,
network and storage costs). The org that provides the service is responsible for its payment. Orgs can pass along costs or generate their own
apps to generate their own revenue. All apps on the platform pay a tithe
for using the platform. Middleware and other services may also incur cost.

The Market
What is the potential market?

TLDR; All markets that use digital technology.
All markets is a broad stroke so Li7 Data Ecology Platform will seek to
focus on a small number of industries and then grow at a rapid rate. In
essence the platform provides an infrastructure on which any web based
software can be developed in a scalable and diverse way. Due to the intentional malleability of the platform it can service any number of industries
that rely on technology, providing best practice services as a default.
The following use cases appraise various aspects of industry at different
vertical levels and show the value Li7 Data Ecology Platform provides.
All of the following items can be run on Li7 Data Ecology Platform.

Use cases
Use Case 1 - Shopping Centres
Retail Level. The following functionality is recommended for retail:
• Public facing website with ecommerce
• Point of sale integration with website including stock control
• POS purchase alternative via shopping app (no lining up)
• Integration with shopping app for on the floor incentives
• Retail management portal
• Digital Marketing for existing customer inc retail sales
• Customer arrival alerts for personalised service
• Management of customer “in premisis” just in time (JIT) advertising
• Stock control, purchasing & staff portal
Centre management level. The following functionality is recommended:
• Public facing website with job board, floor plan and communication
• JIT in centre marketing (via video screens) for retailers
• Private management portal
• Horizontal retail reporting (How retailers compare against each other)
• Horizontal stock reporting (what products are sold by retailers etc)
• Centre floorplan with live customer locations (via shopping app)
• In-centre advertising management
• Supplier management (centre arranged suppliers)
• Staff management (casual staff pool)
• Retail space management
• Policy Tree Management
Corporate Level. The following functionality is recommended:
• Private portal for shopping centre reporting
• Policy Tree Creation

Use Case 2 - Auto Manufacturers
Dealership Level. The following functionality is recommended for retail:
• Public facing website with ecommerce
• Point of sale integration with website
• Private portal for customer service
• Digital Marketing for existing customers inc after sales and servicing
• Recall exceution
• Service reminders and bookings
• Customer Online Learning Portal (Training and safety)
• Dealer Management (assets, sales, reporting upwards, accounting)
National Office level. The following functionality is recommended:
• Public facing website
• Public facing website with ecommerce for parts
• Private portal for dealers including horizontal reporting and training
• Recall management
• Lead management for new customers
• Digital Marketing for new and existing customers
• Dealer Manager tools (Business development, reporting, visit log)
• Online learing management
• Portal for regional office including horizontal reporting
• Information governance, security, document and version control
• Policy Tree Management
Warehouse Office Level: The following functionality is recommended:
• Private portal for national offices
• Stock control management
• Stock location map
• Customs management
• Logistics management and scheduling (JIT)
Regional Office level. The following functionality is recommended:
• Private portal for national offices including horizontal reporting
• Policy Tree Management
Manufactuing Plant Level. The following functionality is recommended:
• Private portal for regional offices
• Announcements
• Product Catalogue
• Production Schedule
• Product Marketing assets
• Product status lookup (JIT information)
Global Office level. The following functionality is recommended:
• Private portal for regional offices including horizontal reporting
• Global reporting (custom reports at any vertical level, eg: recalls)
• Deep dive searching (to the dealership / retail level)
• Policy Tree Creation

The Roadmap
The roadmap outlines 3 stages of development to acheive a stable and
scalable business model at which point Li7 Coin will be released to the
public to provide the store of value for the platform.

Stage 1 - Seed

After the first seeding round the following goals will be achieved
triggering the next stage (est. 6 months):
• Initial founders and team will be engaged
• Technical team created and a plan confirmed
• Marketing team created and a plan confirmed
• Sales team created and a plan confirmed
• The roadmap will be confirmed
• Coin technology will be confirmed
• The initial platform will be launched and hosted
• Above the line marketing for brand awareness
• Platform website will be created
• A portal will be created on the platform for staff and investors
• Proof of concepts will be created addressing the following:
• Creation of Organisations
• Creation of Users including secure login
• Creation of Roles
• Creation of Features
• Creation of Apps
• Creation of Themes
• Creation of a market consisting of free features and apps

Stage 2 - Strategy

After the second seeding round the following goals will be achieved
triggering the next stage (est. 1 year):
• Review and adapt
• Exisitng decentralised technology will be supported (Eg: Filecoin, NFT)
• Priority functionality will be added (continuous integration)
• Platform will use a temporary coin / token based on prototype
• Middleware will be completed with minimum 3 data formats
• Above the line marketing for brand awareness
• Target industries identified and revenue generated
• Companies will be approached to secure incentivised partnerships
• Functionality will be created to support the selected industries
• Companies will begin to use the platform
• Sales targets created

Ongoing Activity - ICO
After the coin release to the public the following goals will be achieved:
• Review and adapt
• Decentralised Data related technology will be researched
• Additional decentralised technology will be supported
• Priority functionality will be added (continuous integration)
• Mobile device dApp will be created
• Community DAO finalised
• Commuinity development program will be launched
• Above the line marketing for brand awareness
• Digital marketing campaign to funnel sales
• Sales targets refined
• Additional industries identified and revenue generated
• Companies will be approached to secure incentivised partnerships
• Other companies and businesses will be approached to use the platform
• Functionality will be created to support the additional industries
• Sales targets refined
• Continual migration of Web3 technology onto the platform
• Research into new Web3 technologies
• Research into better ways of performing business
• Internal Projects
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